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HOG 600 Barrier


 1130mm x 400mm x 560mm - 5.5kg













0 reviews



The HOG 600 barrier from Ibex Supplies is a sturdy water filled barrier designed for guiding pedestrians or traffic around hazards and obstacles. Each barrier is made from tough HDPE (high-density polyethylene) and is finished in very visible red and white colours.

KEY FEATURES

	Designed to be secure and completely anti-trip
	Hook and eye connection for quick and simple deployment
	Water fill capacity to over 55 litres
	Stable and secure stacking
	Angular freedom of over 235°
	Fork lift entry for ease of movement
	Can be emptied from the top
	Compatible with other Water Filled systems
	Compatible with the multi-use DoubleTop
	Can be embossed with corporate logo
	Manufactured from HDPE
	100% recyclable





View full product details...
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Minimum quantity for "HOG 600 Barrier" is 2.
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Evo Angled Section
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2000 Barrier Start Male Stops
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2000 Barrier End Female Stops
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The HOG 600 barrier from Ibex Supplies is a sturdy water filled barrier designed for guiding pedestrians or traffic around hazards and obstacles. Each barrier is made from tough HDPE (high-density polyethylene) and is finished in very visible red and white colours.

Each barrier is light and easy to manoeuvre, making it a matter of minutes to set up and make an area safe. The HOG 600 barrier has a convenient hook and eye design allowing you to connect barriers together quickly and easily while minimising the need for tools.

Once in place, each item can be filled with 55 litres of water to provide a very stable barrier.

That hook and eye design allows up to 235 degrees of angular freedom that enables the creation of curved barriers ideal for roads, pavements or for surrounding an area.

The height of the barrier can be increased by using the Double Top panel.

Benefits of HOG 600 barriers

HOG 600 barriers are constructed of high quality HDPE (high-density polyethylene) that is weatherproof and UV resistant. The finish is high visibility red and white, ideal for outlining hazards.

Each barrier measures 1130mm x 560mm x 400mm and weighs just 5.5kg when empty. Each has a forklift gap at the bottom but can easily be moved by one person. Once filled with 55 litres of water through the convenient filling hole on top, the weight of each barrier increases to a substantial 60kg.

A speedy installation is made possible due to the barriers hook and eye connection system. This delivers a fast and very straightforward way to build longer barriers while offering that 235 degrees or angular movement.

The optional Double Top panel adds a further 1000mm to the height of the Hog 600 bringing it to a total of 1560mm. The panel is also made of high visibility HDPE and slots onto the HOG 600 barrier easily.

Common uses of HOG 600 barriers

The HOG 600 Barrier can interlock individual front and rear to form a red and white multicoloured barrier. This is achieved by unscrewing the two side bolts and re-attaching to the opposing colour. This lends itself well to public areas where a high visibility but flexible barrier is required.

You can often see HOG 600 barriers marking public works, roadworks, temporary outlining changes in use and anywhere you need people to be aware of where they are going.






Colour:
Red




Title Dimensions:
1130mm x 400mm x 560mm - 5.5kg
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Hog Barrier Specification Sheet (Ibex_HOG_Barrier_Spec_Sheet_lr.pdf, 1,199 Kb) [Download]

















 
 
 









 
 


Company Information




Ibex Supplies Ltd

Unit 1, Martello Enterprise Centre,

Courtwick Lane,

Littlehampton,

West Sussex, BN17 7PA

United Kingdom

Company Reg No: 10981137

VAT No: 299864811










Contact Information




Enquiries:

[email protected]

tel: 01903 959611

Customer service:

[email protected]
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